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Thickstun, C
I-3087

I am a local resident and land owner, and have resided in the area since 1984. I
oppose the proposed I-11 corridor. My comments for reasons the corridor would be
devasting to the ecosystem focuses on just one aspect—how sound alone effects the
birds and the wonderful way the area now carries their communication. Please read
this excerpt from New Yorker Magazine by David Owen, published May 6, 2019, and
consider the impact the sound along of the interstate will make on the wildlife in
Ironwood Forest National Monument. 

In 2012, Jesse Barber, a professor at Boise State University, in Idaho, thought of a
way. He and a group of researchers built a half-kilometre-long “phantom road” in a
wilderness area where no real road had ever existed. They mounted fifteen pairs of
bullhorn-like loudspeakers on the trunks of Douglas-fir trees, and, during bird
migration in autumn, played recordings of traffic that Barber had made on Going-to-
the-Sun Road, in Glacier National Park. Chris McClure, who worked on the project,
told me, “We cut up garden hoses to run the wires through, so that mice wouldn’t
chew on them, and we duct-taped pieces of shower curtains over the loudspeakers,
to keep off the rain.” The recorded sound wasn’t deafening, by any measure; to a
New Yorker, in fact, it might have seemed almost soothing. But its effect on
migrating birds was both immediate and dramatic. During periods when the
speakers were switched on, the number of birds declined, on average, by twenty-
eight per cent, and several species fled the area entirely. Some of the biggest impacts
were on species that stayed. Heidi Ware Carlisle, who earned her master’s degree
for work that she did on the project, told me, “If you just counted MacGillivray’s
warblers, for example, you might say, ‘Oh, they’re not bothered by noise.’ But when
we weighed them we found that they were no longer getting fatter—as they should
have been, because fat fuels their migration.” 

It is hard to imagine the price we will pay with the addition of the freeway by the
lose of wildlife and quiet. 

Carole Thickstun 
21351 W. Silverbell Road 
Marana, AZ 85653
520-616-6140 



   
   

 
   

 
 

 
 

               
              

               
    

 
         

              
            

              
               

             
  

  
 

               
              

             
                

              
 

              
          

    
             

                 
 

  
 

                   
                

      
 

          
           

             
                  

 
                   

           
                

                
         

 
  

 
  

 

P.O. Box 65989 
Tucson, AZ 85728 

Tingley, M
I-2212

June 29, 2019 

Dear Arizona Department of Transportation, 

I am writing to express my opposition to the recommended alternative route for Interstate 11 that was
produced by the Draft Environmental Impact Statement released on April 5, 2019. The proposed route,
which is located west of Tucson, bypasses Tucson through rural Altar and Avra Valleys, a landscape 
bordered by treasured and protected public lands and iconic tourist attractions that will be irreparably 
harmed by a nearby freeway. 

The Recommended Alternative route would completely isolate Saguaro National Park and the Tucson
Mountains, severing all wildlife linkages that currently connect this mountain range to other protected
open spaces to the east and west. It would significantly damage natural resources, including severing 
critical wildlife corridors. This fragmentation would destroy the ability of wildlife species such as desert 
bighorn sheep to disperse, roam, find new mates, and expand their home ranges. Lands and wildlife 
habitat that would be severely impacted by the Recommended Alternative route include mitigation lands
for Pima County’s Section 10 Habitat Conservation Plan, a part of the nationally-recognized Sonoran
Desert Conservation Plan. 

The Recommended Alternative route is located perilously close to a wide array of both federal and local
public lands, including Saguaro National Park West, Ironwood Forest National Monument, and the Tucson
Mitigation Corridor (owned by the Bureau of Reclamation and managed by Pima County). 
• The proposed route comes within 1,300 feet of the park boundary of Saguaro National Park West and

within 400 feet, in multiple locations, of the monument boundaries of Ironwood Forest National
Monument. 

• The route would impact tribal lands owned by the Pascua Yaqui Tribe and the Tohono O’odham 
Nation and open space properties protected under Pima County’s Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan, 
as well as Tucson Mountain Park. 

• In addition, building a freeway through Bureau of Reclamation mitigation lands would violate the 
purpose for which these lands were set aside. It is impossible to adequately mitigate for the impacts
from a federal freeway to lands that already mitigate for another federal project, the Central Arizona
Project canal. 

The City of Tucson has also voiced opposition to this route, as it places a freeway adjacent to the city’s
major water supply. Water is Tucson’s most vital resource, and there would be no way we could guard 
against a toxic spill that would threaten it. 

Finally, the Recommended Alternative route would cause significant noise, air, and light pollution, and
encourage urban sprawl. It would encroach on the private property rights of thousands of private property
owners along its entire north-south length, lowering property values and destroying the rural character of
lands in Avra Valley, Picture Rocks, and other areas in Pima County, along with areas to the north. 

Many of us, including my husband and I, moved to the Tucson area because of its natural resources and
the ability to reach wild and protected desert areas such as Sabino National Park West and the other
open spaces west of the city. Adding a major interstate west of the city would encourage sprawl and more
pollution, as well as potentially endangering our water supply. We strong encourage you to reject this 
Recommended Alternative route and to instead co-locate I-11 with I-19 and I-10 through Tucson. 

Sincerely, 

Marcia Tingley 
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Phoenix Area Office - Programs & Activities 

Environmental Resource Management 
Protecting the Natural Environment 
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Friday, July 5, 2019 

Vera, M
I-2612

Interstate 11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team 
c/o ADOT Communications 
1655 W. Jackson St., MD 126F 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Subject: Comments on the Interstate 11 Tier 1 Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Nogales to 
Wickenburg

 To Whom It May Concern: 

We are tax payers and property owners whom reside within the recommended alternative route 
identified in the I-11 Tier 1 DEIS (“DEIS”). We would initially like to make it clear of our emphatic 
opposition and concern with this project and the negative impacts it creates to our surrounding 
community and environment. We are in support of the Coalition for Sonoran Desert Protection and the 
various organizations in opposition of the Interstate 11 Tier 1 Draft Environmental Impact Statement. 

We concur with, acknowledge, and emphasize the following: 

� The Recommended Alternative route would damage both natural resources and degrade the visitor 
experience at a wide array of public lands, especially those located in the Tucson Mountains. No 
mitigation could offset these negative impacts. 

� Building a freeway through Bureau of Reclamation mitigation lands would violate the purpose for 
which these lands were set aside. It is impossible to adequately mitigate for the impacts from a federal 
freeway to lands that already mitigate for another federal project, the Central Arizona Project canal. 

� The Recommended Alternative route would sever critical wildlife corridors. This fragmentation would 
destroy the ability of wildlife species such as desert bighorn sheep to disperse, roam, find new mates, 
and expand their home ranges. 

� The Recommended Alternative route would cost $3.4 billion more to build than co-locating I-11 with I-
19 and I-10 through Tucson. 

� Downtown Tucson and economic powerhouses such as the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum and 
Saguaro National Park would see reduced revenue and negative economic impacts. 

� The Recommended Alternative route would cause significant noise, air, and light pollution, encourage 
urban sprawl, and destroy the rural character of the Altar and Avra Valleys. 

� Lands and wildlife habitat that would be severely impacted by the Recommended Alternative route 
include mitigation lands for Pima County’s Section 10 Habitat Conservation Plan, a part of the nationally-
recognized Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan. 



  

� The City of Tucson has voiced opposition to this route as it places a freeway adjacent to the City’s 
major water supply. We cannot guard against a toxic spill that would threaten Tucson’s most vital 
resource. 

Vera, M
I-2612

IMPACTS TO PUBLIC LANDS: The Recommended Alternative route is located perilously close to a wide 
array of public lands, including:  o Federal lands: Saguaro National Park West, Ironwood Forest National 
Monument, and the Tucson Mitigation Corridor (owned by the Bureau of Reclamation and managed by 
Pima County). In the case of Saguaro National Park West, the route comes within 1,300 feet of the park 
boundary. In the case of Ironwood Forest National Monument, the route comes within 400 feet of the 
monument boundaries in multiple locations. 

County lands: Tucson Mountain Park and open space properties purchased and protected under Pima 
County’s Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan and Section 10 Habitat Conservation Plan.  o Tribal lands 
owned by the Pascua Yaqui Tribe and the Tohono O’odham Nation. 

IMPACTS TO WILDLIFE CORRIDORS, The Recommended Alternative route: 

� Severs important wildlife corridors between the Tucson Mountains and Ironwood Forest National 
Monument and the Waterman Mountains. 

� Directly crosses through the Tucson Wildlife Mitigation Corridor that was created as mitigation for 
impacts to wildlife corridors by the construction of the Central Arizona Project canal. 

� In 2016, two desert bighorn sheep rams were photographed in numerous locations in the Tucson 
Mountains. It is highly likely that these rams used existing wildlife corridors between Ironwood Forest 
National Monument (where a herd of desert bighorn sheep exists) and the Tucson Mountains to travel 
to the southern section of the Tucson Mountains. These wildlife corridors would be fractured and 
fragmented forever by a new freeway. 

IMPACTS TO NOISE, AIR, AND LIGHT POLLUTION, The Recommended Alternative route would: 

� Cause significant noise, air, and light pollution, negatively impacting a wide variety of public and 
private lands, including a protected wilderness area in Saguaro National Park. 

� Exponentially encourage urban sprawl west of the Tucson Mountains, destroying the rural character of 
this area. 

� Negatively impact scientific research at Kitt Peak Observatory by increasing night lighting and 
compromising the ability of scientists to conduct their research. 



Vera, M
I-2612

IMPACTS TO THE ECONOMY, The Recommended Alternative route from the border to Casa Grande 
would: 

� Cost $3.4 billion more than co-locating I-11 with I-19 and I-10 through the Tucson region (according to 
page 2-33 in Chapter 2 of the DEIS, routes A/B/G of the Orange Route Alternative would cost ~$586 
million compared to routes A/D/F of the Green Route Alternative which would cost ~$3.9 BILLION.). 

� Cause economic loss to Tucson by diverting traffic away from Tucson’s downtown and growing 
business districts. 

� Lead to negative economic impacts to tourism powerhouses such as the Arizona-Sonoran Desert 
Museum and Saguaro National Park West, among many others. 

� Lead to far-flung sprawl development in Avra Valley, creating a whole new need for east-west 
transportation options and other services. 

IMPACTS TO PRIVATE PROPERTY, The Recommended Alternative route would: 

� Encroach on the private property rights of thousands of private property owners, including our own 
property, along its entire north-south length, lowering property values and destroying the rural 
character of lands in Avra Valley, Picture Rocks, and other areas in Pima County, along with areas to the 
north. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Darlene and Martin Vera 

Residents of Altar/Avra Valley 
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The Tucson Herpetological Society 
P.O. Box 709 

OLOGICAL Tucson Arizona 85702-0709 
https://tucsonherpsociety.org 

CSON 
· IEIY 

6 July 2019 

I-11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team c/o ADOT Communications 
1655 W. Jackson Street 
Mail Drop 126F 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Subject: Interstate 11 Tier 1 Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), Nogales to 
Wickenburg. 

Also sent by email to: I-llADOTStudy@hdrinc.com 

The Tucson Herpetological Society (THS) was founded in 1988; its purpose: 
► To promote the discovery and dissemination of knowledge concerning the biology of 

amphibians and reptiles in general and the herpetofauna of the Sonoran Desert and the 
State of Arizona in particular. 

► To encourage conservation of wildlife in general and of amphibians and reptiles in 
particular. 

► To promote public awareness and appreciation of amphibians and reptiles through 
education. 

► To facilitate fellowship among persons of southern Arizona and Mexico with a common 
interest in herpetology. 

The Society, with approximately 200 members, issues a quarterly professional publication, The 
Sonoran Herpetologist, and is proud to include several active and retired herpetologists with 
expertise on the reptiles and amphibians (herpetofauna) of southern Arizona and northern 
Mexico. 

In this letter we provide our concerns about the potential impacts of construction of a new 
freeway through the Avra Valley on amphibian and reptile species (the herpetofauna) and their 
habitats. We also provide information about special areas of concern along with the currently 
recommended alternative for an I-11 through the A vra Valley (known in the I-11 Corridor Draft 
Tier 1 EIS, especially including reference to Section 3.14. Biological Resources as the Green 
option). 

We support the broad and strong concerns about I-11 indicated by the Coalition for Sonoran 
Desert Protection, notably including connectivity issues between mountain-centered desert 
preserves. Here we focus primarily on concerns about our special area of interest: 

1 
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Villa, R
Tucson Herpetological Society

O-65

• Avra Valley and Santa Cruz Flats support high biodiversity of amphibians and reptiles 
and other desert species, contributing to quality-of-life there and in Tucson generally. 

• The "preferred" 1-11 route uses mostly natural open space, much of it publicly owned. 
• 1-11 will therefore cause large-scale destruction and fragmentation ofvalley habitat. 
• This will lead to widespread local population and species extinctions in these valleys. 

Details and related concerns are explained below. We attach an annotated list of the species of 
amphibians and reptiles that are known to inhabit the Avra Valley (Table 1). We have indicated 
the occurrence of each species as known to us, the predicted impacts of the proposed route of the 
1-11, and the kind and level of impact expected for each species. 

Our position is that to ensure the sustainability of populations of native species and their habitats 
in the A vra Valley and associated mountains, the 1-11 must not be built there. We are most 
concerned that a freeway, through currently intact habitat, natural open space, publicly owned 
natural open space, and privately owned natural open space, will not only eliminate a measurable 
amount of existing habitat but will also fragment populations and their habitats for most of the 
extant species, not only of amphibians and reptiles but also mammals and invertebrates. Such 
effects are likely to result in multiple species population losses over large areas, and the overall 
degradation of species richness and biodiversity. 

We have examined the preferred alternative route through the Avra Valley and we see that it is 
following existing natural open spaces. Thus, it appears that this route, in the A vra Valley region, 
will result in taking existing native habitat lands while avoiding parcels that have already been 
partially urbanized. This configuration will diminish the value of the remaining highest quality 
lands as native species habitat. It will also inhibit successful restoration and ongoing natural 
ecosystem recovery and regeneration of the numerous and extensive retired agricultural parcels 
that already are providing habitat for numerous native species. 

In examining the maps available we note that the proposed 1-11 is shown to pass through a parcel 
of Bureau of Reclamation land that was established as a mitigation corridor for the Central 
Arizona Project (CAP). We are firmly opposed to the increased degradation of this parcel as it 
now exists as a corridor connecting the Tucson Mountain Park with other habitat lands in the 
A vra Valley and Ironwood Forest National Monument to the west. We realize that some 
disruption of it already exists. We also recognize that some mitigation can be provided by 
constructing overpasses and underpasses along a freeway. However even the best designed and 
deployed set ofcrossings cannot mitigate against the loss of connection for many species, 
especially those too small or local in their movements, to travel or disperse over great distances. 
Only by allowing reasonably large and undisturbed, intact natural habitat to connect larger 
parcels can we say we have protected the sustainability of our native species and prevented many 
local extinctions that would result from increased fragmentation. We believe these needs may 
vastly exceed the scope of mitigation currently under consideration. 

We can identify some areas that are most important for protecting the sustainable future ofour 
native species. The central area of Brawley Wash extending north as far as Trico Road is overall 
a large open space with many species that should be protected. The sand ridge extending 
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northwest from Sanders Road along Silverbell Road with much intact Sonoran Desert scrub, 
supports many desert specialist species that should be protected. The region immediately north 
of the sand ridge is an affected area that includes the Oro Blanco wash bottom and the margins of 
Ironwood Forest National Monument extending northward to the Santa Cruz Flats. Development 
here would create a major barrier to wildlife connectivity between Ironwood Forest (and "points 
west") and Picacho Peak State Park, Picacho Mountains, and points north and east. The 
connectivity is essential to the sustainability ofnative species. Similarly, we are concerned that 
much intact Sonoran Desert Scrub will be severely impacted between the cutoff from 1-19 west 
and north into the southern Avra Valley. 

The land in the A vra Valley already has been beleaguered by intensive land uses. We expect 
additional development, but we know that development can be sited in such a way as to maintain 
habitat and connecting corridors for our native wildlife. What is most concerning from our point 
ofview is that the preferred alternative for 1-11 in the A vra Valley region relies almost 
exclusively on existing natural open space, notably impacting the currently publicly owned 
natural open space that provides the essential conservation framework for both local species 
conservation and wildlife corridors. 

We believe that no amount or type ofmitigation as proposed in the section on Biological 
Resources can come as close to the habitat protection and species sustainability as co-locating 
the 1-11 along the Tucson corridor of the 1-10. 

Even without considering the more extensive impacts we outline here, the Draft Tier 1 EIS 
repeatedly admits that the route through the A vra Valley, known previously as the Green Option, 
will cause much more habitat loss, disruption of migrations corridors, and habitat degradation 
that a route along the 1-10 corridor. To select this alternative in spite of all of the clear 
predictions about species and habitat loss is not in the best interests of a future that includes our 
native species and their habitats within and near the great metropolitan area of eastern Pima 
County and southern Pinal County. The future of reconciling urban or suburban development 
with natural amenities is at stake. 

The alternative of enlarging the 1-10, through Tucson, is a more viable alternative, a less 
expensive alternative, and a more appropriate alternative that will keep traffic on routes that are 
already developed and leave more space to accommodate native habitats and species. This would 
assure that Arizona will maintain the natural lands that not only protect native species but also 
provide extensive opportunities for recreation and tourism as economic benefits to the Tucson 
region 

We are concerned as to how the final documents satisfy the existing Pima County Multi-Species 
Conservation Plan that has been approved by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Pima 
County Board of Supervisors. Please address this. 

We are concerned that the 1-11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team has not been allowed to consider the use 
of alternative transportation systems, such as railroad transport, to move goods north and south 
through this area before deciding on a preferred alternative. Will any entity assess that potential 
alternative? We think that, before settling on the construction of additional freeways, such an 
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choice must be considered. We note that such consideration seems likely to dovetail with 
consideration of passenger rail service in the Tucson-Phoenix corridor that may have other 
socially and environmentally significant benefits. 

We expect that the Arizona Department of Game and Fish, in possession of a database 
concerning the current, known distribution of native species, not accessible to the public, will 
provide a thorough review of the predictable impacts of the 1-11 on the native species, natural 
habitats, and habitat corridors that currently exist in the A vra Valley and in other areas along any 
proposed new freeway construction. We want to be informed of the results of that analysis. 

We thank you for your consideration of these identified issues and we expect that your next 
report will respond to each of them. In addition to this letter we have also signed the letter from 
the Coalition for Sonoran Desert Protection, ofwhich we are a member organization. 

Sincerely, 

Robert A Villa, President 

Cc: 
The Coalition for Sonoran Desert Protection: admin@sonorandesert.org 
Avra Valley Coalition: avravalleycoalition@gmail.cos 
Arizona Sonora Desert Museum, Craig lvanyi, Director: civanyi@desertmuseum.org 
Richard Spotts,255 North 2790 East,Saint George UT 84790, raspotts2@gmail.com 
Tucson City Council: jonathan.rothschild@tucsonaz.gov, regina.romero@tucsonaz.gov, 
paul.cunningham@tucsonaz.gov, paul.durham@tucsonaz.gov, steve.kozachik@tucsonaz.gov, 
shirley.scott@tucsonaz.gov, richard.fimbres@tucsonaz.gov 
Pima County Board of Supervisors: 130 W Congress St. Tucson AZ 85701 
Tucson Water Director, timothy.thomure@tucsonaz.gov 
Tucson Audubon Society, christina.mcvie@gmail.com 
Sierra Club Rincon Group Transportation Chair, kbagwell50@gmail.com 
Center for Biological Diversity CBradley@biologicaldiversity.org 
Friends oflronwood Forest, info@ironwoodforest.org 
BLM Tucson Field Office, Ironwood Forest National Monument, TFOWEB AZ@blm.gov 
Marana Town Manager's Office, townmanager@maranaAZ.gov 
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Table 1. Amphibians and reptiles (herpetofauna, total of 52 species known) of Avra Valley (Robles Junction to Redrock Road), Pima and Pinal 

counties, Arizona. Coding of threats is: F =Habitat Fragmentation, M =direct road mortality, L-t F =long-term fragmentation of mountain 

habitat leading to genetic isolation based on small population sizes. Coding of current Status is: A =abundant, C =common, U =uncommon, 

R =rare, ((Mts) =primarily in desert mountain habitat, Ext= extinct in Avra Valley, NN =non-native. 

Threats from 

Proposed Current Status 

Group (English Name) Scientific Name 1-11 in Avra Valley Urbanization Threats * 

Lizards (17 species) 
Sonoran Spotted Whiptail Aspidoscelis sonorae U (Mts) 

Tiger (Western) Whiptail Aspidoscelis tigris A 

Common Zebra-tailed Lizard Callisaurus draconoides A Fragmentation 

Western Banded Gecko Coleonyx variegatus F, M A Fragmentation 

Desert Iguana Dipsosaurus dorsalis F C Fragmentation 

Long-nosed Leopard Lizard Gambelia wislizenii F u Fragmentation 

Gila Monster Heloderma suspectum F, M U (Mts) Fragmentation 

Mediterranean Gecko Hemidactylus turcicus NN 

Elegant Earless Lizard Holbrookia elegans L-t F R(Mts) 

Geode's Desert Horned Lizard Phrynosoma (platyrhinos) goodei F Ext? Fragmentation 

Regal Horned Lizard Phrynosoma so/are C 

Common Chuckwalla Sauromalus ater L-t F R(Mts) 

Clark's Spiny Lizard Sce/oporus clarkii L-t F C(Mts) 

Desert Spiny Lizard Sce/oporus magister A 

Long-tailed Brush Lizard Urosaurus graciosus F R Fragmentation 

Northern Tree Lizard Urosaurus ornatus A 

Common Side-blotched Lizard Uta stansburiana A Fragmentation 

1 
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O-65

Threats from 
Proposed Current Status in 

Group (English Name) Scientific Name 1-11 Avra Valley Urbanization Threats * 

Snakes (23 species) 

Glossy Snake Arizona elegans F, M u Fragmentation 

Banded Sand Snake Chilomeniscus cinctus F,M C Fragmentation 

Tucson Shovel-nosed Snake Chionactis annulata klauberi F,M Ext? Fragmentation 

Western Diamondback Crotalus atrox A 

Sidewinder Crotalus cerastes F C Fragmentation 

Black-tailed Rattlesnake Crotalus molossus L-t F C(Mts) 

Mojave Rattlesnake Crotalus scutulatus F,M u Fragmentation 

Tiger Rattlesnake Crotalus tigris L-t F C (Mts) 

Desert Nightsnake Hypsiglena chlorophaea C Fragmentation 

Common Kingsnake Lampropeltis getula C Fragmentation 

Sonoran Whipsnake Masticophis bilineatus L-t F C(Mts) 

Coachwhip Masticophis flagellum A Fragmentation 

Sonoran Coralsnake Micruroides euryxanthus F, M R Fragmentation 

Saddled Leaf-nosed Snake Phyllorhynchus browni F,M u Fragmentation 

Spotted Leaf-nosed Snake Phyl/orhynchus decurtatus F,M u Fragmentation 

Sonoran Gopher Snake Pituophis catenifer C Fragmentation 

Western Threadsnake (Blindsnake) Rena humilis C Fragmentation 

Long-nosed Snake Rhinocheilus lecontei F, M C Fragmentation 

Western Patch-nosed Snake Salvadora hexalepis C Fragmentation 

Ground Snake Sonora semiannulata F,M R Fragmentation 

Southwestern (Smith's) Black-headed Snake Tantillo hobartsmithi R Fragmentation 

Checkered Gartersnake Thamnophis marcianus u Fragmentation 

Sonoran Lyre Snake Trimorphodon lambda L-t F C Fragmentation 

Turtles (2 species) 

Sonoran Desert Tortoise Gopherus morafkai L-t F C (Mts) Multiple 

Sonoran Mud Turtle Kinosternon sonoriense u Desiccation 
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Threats from 

Group (English Name) Scientific Name 
Proposed 
1-11 

Current Status in 
Avra Valley Urbanization Threats * 

Amphibians (10 species) 

Great Plains Toad Bufo (Anaxyrus) cognatus C Fragmentation 

Red-spotted Toad Bufo (Anaxyrus) punctatus L-t F C (Mts) 

Sonoran Green Toad Bufo (Anaxyrus) retiformis F,M Ext? Fragmentation 

Woodhouse's Toad Bufo (Anaxyrus) woodhousii M Ext? Desiccation 

Sonoran Desert (Colorado River) Toad Bufo {lnci/ius) alvarius M C Fragmentation 

Western Narrow-mouthed Toad Gastrophryne olivacea F, M Ext? Fragmentation 

American Bullfrog Rana (Lithobates) catesbeiana NN 

Lowland Leopard Frog Rana (Lithobates) yavapaiensis Ext Desiccation 

Couch's Spadefoot Scaphiopus couchii A 

Mexican Spadefoot Spea multiplicata F,M R Desiccation 

* Fragmentation threat includes highway barrier and road mortality in all cases 
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Scarlet Villarreal 

10414 S. 272nd Ave. 

Buckeye, Az 85326 

svi11arreal098@gmail.com 

June 6, 2019 

Dear Madam Secretary, 

My name is Scarlet, and I currently reside in the outskirts of Buckeye, Arizona with my 
father, mother, and three siblings. We have recently been informed that the Arizona Department 
of Transportation and the Federal Highway Administration would like to construct a new 
interstate: Interstate 11 to be exact. They have developed different corridors, which are identified 
by color. For an example, the ADOT and FHW A have an orange corridor, a blue corridor, and so 
on in which the blue corridor is most preferable. My family and I disagree with ADOT' s and 
FHW A's "preferred" blue corridor because not only does it interfere with our country life, but it 
also increases taxes and poses health risks for both my family and community. To keep the taxes 
from increasing, the "preferred" corridor must change from blue to orange, an alternative route 
that cost significantly less than the blue corridor and has less interference with the community's 
country life. Additionally, it has been studied that living near a highway not only increases air 
pollution, but also increases the risk of premature deaths, asthma attacks, cardiovascular 
diseases, and much more. Those who are most at risk are the ones who have diabetes or asthma. 
My father has Type 1 diabetes, and to think that he could get sicker, scares my entire family. 
Please help keep our taxes from increasing and our citizens' health from decreasing by switching 
the "preferred" blue corridor to orange. Thank you for taking the time to read this, and I can only 
hope that you can help us change the blue corridor to orange. 

Most Respectfully, 

Scarlet Villarreal 

Villarreal, S
I-2059

OST-S10-190612-016 
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Villarreal, S
I-2059

4000 North Central Avenue 
ARIZONA DIVISION Suite 1500 

Phoen~.Arizona 85012-3500US.Department 
dia1sportalial Phone: (602) 379-3646 

Fax: (602) 382-8998Federal Highway 
Administration http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/azdiv/index.htm 

June 27, 2019 
In Reply Refer To: 

999-M(161) 
TRACS No. 999 SW O M5180 OlP 

1-11, 1-19/SR 189 to US 93/SR 89 
1-11 Corridor Tier 1 EIS 

DEIS Review Comment Received 

Ms. Scarlet Villarreal 
10414 S. 272nd Avenue 
Buckeye, Arizona 85326 

Dear Ms. Villarreal: 

Thank you for your June 6, 2019 letter to Secretary of Transportation Elaine L. Chao regarding 
the Interstate 11 (I-11) Tier 1 project in Arizona. Your letter was provided to the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHW A) Arizona Division for response and inclusion in the project 
record. 

FHWA and Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) are preparing a Tier 1 
Environmental Impact Statement (Tier 1 EIS) for the Interstate 11 (I-11) Corridor between 
Nogales and Wickenburg, Arizona. The Draft Tier 1 EIS was prepared in accordance with the 
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and was distributed for public review and comment 
pursuant to NEPA and Section 4(±) of the United States Transportation Act of 1966. On April 5, 
2019, FHWA published a notice of availability for the I-11 Draft Tier 1 EIS with a review and 
comment period closing on July 8, 2019. 

Your input will be considered as part of the decision-making process for the project and a 
response to your letter will be included in the Final Tier 1 EIS. The current schedule shows the 
Final Tier 1 EIS will be published for public review in 2020. 

As we are in the midst of the public review and comment period, if you have any additional input 
for FHWA and ADOT to consider, please submit those comments by July 8th using any one of 
the following methods: 

• Web based comment form: http:/ /il 1 study.commentinput.com/?id=al d203t 
• Email: i-1 lADOTStudy@hdrinc.com 
• Phone: 1.844.544.8049 
• Mailing Address: I-11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team, c/o ADOT Communications, 1655 W. 

Jackson Street Mail Drop 126F, Phoenix, AZ 85007 

mailto:lADOTStudy@hdrinc.com
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/azdiv/index.htm


Villarreal, S
I-2059
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Thank you for reaching out to the U.S. Department of Transportation and for your active 
involvement with the 1-11 project. 

Sincerely, 

~~59~ 
Karla S. Petty 
Division Administrator 

ecc: 
ALirange 
RYedlin 
NanEcho 



Villarreal, S
I-3248

Scarlet Villarreal 

10414 S. 272""' Ave. 

Buckeye, Az 85326 

svi11arreal098@gmail.com 

June 6, 2019 

To whom this may concern, 

My name is Scarlet, and I currently reside in the outskirts of Buckeye, Arizona with my 
father, mother, and three siblings. We have recently been informed that the Arizona Department 
ofTransportation and the Federal Highway Administration would like to construct a new 
interstate: Interstate 11 to be exact. They have developed different corridors, which are identified 
by color. For an example, the ADOT and FHWA have an orange corridor, a blue corridor, and so 
on in which the blue corridor is most preferable. My family and I disagree with ADOT's and 
FHWA's "preferred" blue corridor because not only does it interfere with our country life, but it 
also increases taxes and poses health risks for both my family and community. To keep the taxes 
from increasing, the "preferred" corridor must change from blue to orange, an alternative route 
that cost significantly less than the blue corridor and has less interference with the community's 
country life. Additionally, it has been studied that living near a highway not only increases air 
pollution, but also increases the risk ofpremature deaths, asthma attacks, cardiovascular 
diseases, and much more. Those who are most at risk are the ones who have diabetes or asthma. 
My father has Type I diabetes, and to think that he could get sicker, scares my entire family. 
Please help keep our taxes from increasing and our citizens' health from decreasing by switching 
the "preferred" blue corridor to orange. Thank you for taking the time to read this, and I can only 
hope that you can help us change the blue corridor to orange. 

Most Respectfully, 

Scarlet Villarreal 

mailto:svi11arreal098@gmail.com
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Vollmer, M  I-2358

Thank you for participating in the 1-11 Draft Tier 1 
It is helpful to ADOT and FHWA to receive

Environmental Impact Statement public comment process. 
comments on: 

The Arizona Department ofTransportation (ADOT) and the Federal Highway 
• Any alternative or mitigation measure youAdministration (FHWA) encourage all interested parties to submit comments on 

support or oppose and why any aspect of the Draft Tier 1 EIS. ADOT and FHWA will consider all comments 
in preparing the Final Tier 1 EIS, which will include responses to all comments • The analysis of environmental impacts and 
received during the Draft Tier 1 EIS comment period, and wi ll identify a Preferred performance of alternatives 
Alternative (either a Build Alternative or the No Build Alternative). 

• Information you believe is incomplete 
When submitting comments, please be as specific as possible and provide details or incorrect 
on your concerns and recommendations. 

Please print your comments below. Comments must be received or postmarked by July 8, 2019. 

bU/Jw 7 
r I 

Email ________________ 

Pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and other nondiscrimination laws and authorities, ADOT does 
not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability. Persons who require a reasonable accommodation based on language or 
disability should contact Laura Douglas, ADOT Community Relations Project Manager,at 602.712.7683 or ldouglas@azdot.gov.Requests should be made as 
early as possible to ensure the State has an opportunity to address the accommodation. 

~*g:i3Z:ffi",I@., 1-fj~~ 1-844-544-8049. 
CONTACT 

MAIL: 1-11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team• c/o ADOT Communications • 1655 W. Jackson Street, Mail Drop 126F • Phoenix, AZ 85007 

EMAIL: i-11AD0 TStudy@hdrinc.com IPHONE: 1-844-544-8049 (Toll-free/biling0e) IWEBSITE: ill study.com/Arizona 

ADOT ProJect No 999 SW OMS180 OlP IFederal Aid No. 999-M(161)S 

~--Federal Highway • 
_,.. "'-•-

d /A • 
~ Adm1nlstra11on 111StU y,(Offl rlZOna/.\DOT 

https://study.com/Arizona
mailto:TStudy@hdrinc.com
mailto:ldouglas@azdot.gov


Vollmer, P  I-2359

Thank you for participating in the 1-11 Draft Tier 1 
It is helpful to ADOT and FHWA to receive

Environmental Impact Statement public comment process. 
comments on: 

The Arizona Department ofTransportation (ADOT} and the Federal Highway 
• Any alternative or mitigation measure you

Administration (FHWA} encourage all interested parties to submit comments on 
support or oppose and why any aspect of the Draft Tier 1 EIS. ADOT and FHWA will consider all comments 

in preparing the Final Tier 1 EIS, which will include responses to all comments • The analysis of environmental impacts and 
received during the Draft Tier 1 EIS comment period, and wi ll identify a Preferred performance of alternatives 
Alternative (either a Build Alternative or the No Build Alternative}. 

• Information you believe is incomplete 
When submitting comments, please be as specific as possible and provide details or incorrect 
on your concerns and recommendations. 

Please print your comments below. Comments must be received or postmarked by July 8, 2019. 

Contact ln~ ation (op:7al} _ ,-1/) 

Name ( J1 u l- IL e (fu u I Email ________________ 

Address \.l,) C' V d' W C°Cc) /J✓( S 'f 
City (Q l1 C [ -t' v-✓ .( 
Pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA} and other nondiscrimination laws and authorities, ADOT does 
not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability. Persons who require a reasonable accommodation based on language or 
disability should contact Laura Douglas, ADOT Community Relations Project Manager, at 602.712.7683 or ldouglas@azdot.gov. Requests should be made as 
early as possible to ensure the State has an opportunity to address the accommodation. 

~*93'.<:IB,!@., ~~~ 1-844-544-8049. 
CONTACT 

MAIL: 1-11 Tier 1EIS Study Team• c/o ADOT Communications • 1655 W. Jackson Street, Mail Drop 126F • Phoenix, AZ 85007 

EMAIL: i-1 lADOTStudy@hdrinc.com IPHONE: 1-844-544-8049 (Toll-free/bilingue) IWEBSITE: il l study.com/Arizona 

AOOT ProJect No 999 SW OMS180 OlP IFederal Aid No. 999-M(161)5 

~,Fed eral Highway '1 d /A •
_,,,. ,.-•-

ADOT ~ Admlnistrat,on 1 1stu y.com rizona 

https://study.com/Arizona
mailto:lADOTStudy@hdrinc.com
mailto:ldouglas@azdot.gov


Walsh, J  I-2374

Thank you for participating in the 1-1 1 Draft Tier 1 
It is helpful to ADOT and FHWA to receive

Environmental Impact Statement public comment process. 
comments on: 

The Arizona Department ofTransportation (ADOT) and the Federal Highway 
• Any alternative or mitigation measure you

Administration (FHWA) encourage all interested parties to submit comments on 
support or oppose and why any aspect of the Draft Tier 1 EIS. ADOT and FHWA will consider all comments 

in preparing the Final Tier 1 EIS, which will include responses to all comments • The analysis of environmental impacts and 
received during the Draft Tier 1 EIS comment period, and will identify a Preferred performance of alternatives 
Alternative {either a Build Alternative or the No Build Alternative). 

• Information you believe is incomplete 
When submitting comments, please be as speciftc as possible and provide details or incorrect 
on your concerns and recommendations. 

Please print your comments below. Comments must be received or postmarked by July 8, 2019. 

/ f-z;;-;. ) / '!'t)S{_-:6, ?:0 '-rZ'g: /J,4-e>f()Ct-1) 1 llP C0 JJi1 W'F .,( ):r'b k .,...,.)'i? Al5(7'----u,;g--: ( 12/;: ~ ) 
1fl-ilw .sulu.'/ ''7 :9fe: '--c> ✓-2 J;1r12o--t"" 4--:w~1 J p"'J/Je'~ , he Psq 1,<)1 u12;; 

p,Ct,)&/0 Ji;r Sf? 'j> ll-r,,)L kn ~ U, Jr?Wd\ '6/t!'3--1?'7// et,-4 / 11}1,Pt-rur- S>r6-!Jfr2<} .{,/!;, 
W J)Lr1 2oo f\ AJIYJ 41)6 &'--X1~·Tu)dr ¼,1 /2 41, {;,()IIY'l11ii'J 1.,-rcPS- 1A) ..d,rf \ ~ 

C-b't)U c-r 8EY Jl}t 10r-,---/1 w\ . <:.---".f::½o/ r1 /X ·" r<z:P: ~c_, ';2 ;j I 6t2Cl:d cl '&? 

Contact ln{ormation {optional) 
1 

Name J (40 ltl )t;z,,-S/ 

Address / 8 kc., IJ. ?:a UAAJf:: c..:_1zd,,-:: DtZ -

..___.,.---, ~t~( /~ --------- State AZ--- ZIP 8~City - - --.....,,,-/~0~C~S=O 

Pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Americans with Disabilities Act {ADA) and other nondiscrimination laws and authorities, ADOT does 
not discriminate on the basis of race,color, national origin, sex, age, or disability. Persons who require a reasonable accommodation based on language or 
disability should contact Laura Douglas, ADOT Community Relations Project Manager, at 602.712.7683 or ldouglas@azdot.gov. Requests should be made as 
early as possible to ensure the State has an opportunity to address the accommodation. 

~*q:i::Q:@,~ , ~~~ 1-844-S44-8049. 
CONTACT 

MAIL: 1-11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team• c/o ADOT Communications• 1655 W. Jackson Street, Mail Drop 126F • Phoen ix, AZ 85007 

EMAIL: i -11ADOT5tudy@hdrinc.com IPHONE: 1-844-544-8049 (Toll -free/bilingue) IWEBSITE: ill study.com/Arizona 

_.,.. ,._._ AOOTProJectNo 999SW0MS18001PjFederalA1dNo 999-M(161)S 

~ • Federol Highway • d /A •/.\DOT {..,Admlnls1TalIon 111StU y.(Offl rlZOna 

https://study.com/Arizona
mailto:i-11ADOT5tudy@hdrinc.com
mailto:ldouglas@azdot.gov
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Walters, P
I-3237

Paul W. Walters 
PROTECT YOUR COUNTRY BUORI 6005 N. Vera Way 

WB HA.VI TO DUSND rt·~,,,,, .:, Picture Hocks Ariz. 
~57~3 (520)662 7116 

A.D.O.T. ('1'uaaon,Az) 
Pederal Highway Adm1n1•tration 
I- U;~Tior I IIS STUDY TEAM· o/o ADO'l' Ooamumioatiom 
~5, W. Jaoka,on Street, Mail Drop 126,~Phoenix, AZ 65()07 
To Whoa 1t·' May Concern · · 
Morally,Kthioaly,Spiritualy,Legaly,or even Sub concionaely I-11 cannot bo 

justi.t'bd. . - , 
With milliona ot lM&RIOAm5 needing help with TRILLIONS or dollar■ needed on 

our 1ntra1truoture, with 'AMIRIOAN·1 Vl'?SRl.ffll homele&11 on the street• D1&:INO 
and with the huge intlux ot tllogall Terrorist from tho Mexican border ·w• 
do not need to put. another aooH• rout.e into the United Stat.ea of America., 

By your own map•, intonu.tion an~ o_ther no~enae thiSIYU 1•11 Soam doe• not 
connect but. only ooae• near eoae ot the MITRO area,. It doe• not help the 
Weat. I-11 does. not eYen go into Oali.t'ornia. ( I belieYe ~hi• 1• part or the 
Weat) Nor doe• it hit the large oitiee or Oregon or Wa■ hington or Utah or 
eYen Ida.ho.. · · 
Oali.t'ornia(larg••t population and market we•t ot the Mia~i••ippi) doe■ 
juat ttne· with their aooe••. to the •o}lth• La.red, Texa• ri· about. centered 
in th•""'United Bt.atn·-ot AMr~1.-{both land IIUI and populati~n) ana·hur-,, (already built) tut run• all t.be way to Minneapolis· and oro••i• I-400 

BOTTOM LIHI there 1• no· Juiltirioatio•tor A.ny put of I-11 
PROT!DJT YOUR COUNTRY BSP'ORI .WI HAVi TO- DIP'IND IT • .?w..., 

There i■ a matter of -HATI~lL,SJl?URITY roa NOT ONLY THE UNITl!:D 8'.l'AT~ or 
,AMIRI(JA but. aleo. '?RI PRII-WORID. The corridor f'rom Port Huachuca thru Oal'.i■ 
Montban, Raytheon, Ryan- Air Pield_, Marana lir Foi-t(now a t{at,i,onal Mon1&ent) 
VeterllM Natio~l Memm.orial Oemetary,Border Patrol hub 1n three Pointa,and 
eTen the little ~air· ·-port and Radar oommunicationa Mountain (god only lcnowa · 
and lfiH -stay· tha--ti·way) e.t -the end ot Man•ille Rd. in Picture, Rock• arG all 
part of" t.hi• National S-ecurity Sy■ tea. ,

A•ra:-Yalley1Piature-Rock• and· ail our attribute• are alarge part ot tht• 
e,iti.re ·corridor. ·faO'flX>!'· YOUR COUNTRY BD'ORE WI HAVI TO DD'KND IT. '/'u4J 

, 
, · - No body or Entity hu the Rite to de•troy th• liv••• 

- · , :. ••.n.~ -' · '"'~ ·ot abo®-,0 thousand people by DIBROYING PlOTURI ROOKS 
:/,. ' and e•erything oonn~oted to ·11,. Including Pinal Air Parle. 

Ther• ·•a• and i• a reaaon that Tuoeon and thi• entire area 
WU ringe4 with r-.o .a.JC&.• ~-•••• 

_> · - - ... - -

Th~~only people the.twill benefit fro• I•ll ue tha ILLIOAI.S. 

Respectfully Sub1ii.i tteo 
Paul W. Walters 
6005 N. Vera Way 

,. 
Picture Rocks Ari~ono 

tl57~3 
~520 )61..i2 7116 

Arnerican,Ve t e r 2n 
nd True S_por t.smc:r. 
Pione_e.rs Lice11 se 

GOLD STAR P'AMILY 

M 119 y 'J..or 7 _ 

uJ.uJ~ 

https://Pione_e.rs
https://e,iti.re
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Paul W. ~-lal ter s 
6005 N. Vera Way 
?i.c~ure Kock3 Ari•. 
D57LJ (520)682 7l!E 
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Westlake, J
I-2644

Yes to Orange Route for I-11 

Please build  I-11 on the Orange Route, which moves west to Gila Bend and Interstate 8 before heading 
north up MC-85 to Buckeye and then Wickenburg. This would protect homes, bring commerce to those 
areas and, equally important, protect endangered and protected wildlife. Thank you. 



Wiggers, J 
I-3511

July 5, 2019 

9033 District Line Rd 
Burlington, WA 98233 

1920 S Tilting T Place 
Tucson, AZ 85713 

1-11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team 
ADOT Communications 
1655 W. Jackson Street 
Mail Drop 126F 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear 1-11 Study Team, 

My husband and I spoke at the May 2019 meeting at the Convention Center in downtown Tucson. 
My husband is writing a letter separate and different from this letter from me. 

We own homes in s.w. Tucson and in Burlington, WA, 1 1/2 hrs. n. of Seattle. 

I continue to oppose the 1-11 route to the west of Tucson. I do not believe that the FHwA and ADOT 
have the people of the Tucson area and visitors and others properly considered in choosing the 
western route versus improving the existing 1-19 and 1-10 route. 

The Tucson City Council recognizes how devastating a bypass route would be to all sorts of 
businesses in the city, tourism being a hugely impacted one, as well as all businesses that support 
current driving along 1-1 Oand 1-19. 

Wildlife professionals expect, as has happened elsewhere, that there would be a huge negative impact 
on animal life and movement. Tucson and all of s.e. Arizona is a magnet for people who enjoy and 
seek all sorts of the abundant natural history there. 

The wide, open space scenery that would be lost with road construction and attendant development 
would be gone forever. 

Seattle, a much bigger metropolis with huge suburbs, than Tucson, has had to rebuild roadways under 
and over the city, to its advantage. The downtown seafront is so much more nice-looking, and travel 
through more expedient, and work is always on-going to improve 1-5, 1-90, and the expressways which 
handle n./s. movement according to the time of day. 

Tucson could restructure its routes through the city also, making life better not only for those passing 
through, but also for those of us who live there. 

Please reconsider the idea of an 1-11 and consider the future of Tucson and its people, its businesses, 
and its surroundings which include remarkable scenery and wildlife. This is the opportunity to not look 
like Phoenix and to not have to live like the people there have to live, with roads and developments 
everywhere. Please help Tucson enter the future smartly and brilliantly. 

Sincerely and Thank You, 

~c}ft'fr 
Unice Wiggers 



Wiggers, K
I-3509

July 5, 2019 

9033 District Line Rd 
Burlington, WA 98233 

1920 S Tilting T Place 
Tucson, AZ 85713 

1-11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team 
ADOT Communications 
1655 W. Jackson Street 
Mail Drop 126F 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear 1-11 Study Team, 

This letter is to state that I am opposed to routing 1-11 through Avra Valley, west of Tucson. 

I strongly encourage it to be routed in conjunction with the 1-19 / 1-1 Ocorridor through Tucson. 

I realize that construction within the existing corridor is more complicated than going through open 
pristine land, but the long term negative consequences to the environment, wildlife, downtown 
businesses, and the people living west of Tucson must be considered. 

The serious and significant negative consequences to all of the above are obvious and have been 
pointed out by numerous others. The impact on wildlife would be disastrous. We already are 
constantly decreasing their habitat and corridors. We should not needlessly add this major impact. 

A new route west of the city would divert much traffic away from Tucson, which would decrease 
exposure for many existing businesses in Tucson. That would hurt the city's economy. 

Any increased traffic through Tucson could be ameliorated by building additional lanes either by 
widening the existing roadway, or even with overhead lanes, similar to the already existing overpasses. 

And yes, modifying existing corridors is expensive and time consuming, but construction through open 
country is not cheap either. We need to take a long range approach. We should not cause irreparable 
harm to the habitat, wildlife, and people's way of life as well as the economy of Tucson for a short term 
savings. 

The negative impact of modifying the 1-10 / l-19 corridor would be much less than constructing a new 
route through Avra Valley. 

I am asking you to abandon any plans to route a new highway through the Avra Valley, west of Tucson 
and direct it along the existing corridor. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

~tp-
Keith Wiggers 



	
	
	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 			 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		
	
	

	

Wilch, M
I-2224

Sunday	June	30,	2019	 

To Whom	 It May Concern:
I am	 writing to urge that the period for public comment on the proposed Hwy 11
route be extended by 120 days to September 28, 2019 to give members of the public
adequate time to thoroughly review the Draft Environmental Impact Statement and
submit their comments. The proposed highway would permanently and radically
transform	 some of the most treasured open spaces in southern Arizona and well-
informed public participation in the process is critical. Thank you for your time and 
consideration of my thoughts on this important issue. 

Margaret	Wilch 



	 	
	
	 	 	 	

	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		
	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	
	

	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 		

	
	

	
	 	 	 	 		 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	
	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	 		

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Wilch, M
I-2868

July	 7, 2019 

To Whom	 It May Concern: 

I am	 writing to express my profound opposition to 	the 	construction	and 	proposed 
route	 of	 Interstate	11, connecting	Nogales	and	 Wickenburg.	 I	join	both	the	City	of 
Tucson in	opposing	this	ill-conceived	proposal.	 There are multiple reasons	 to	
oppose	this	project,	 from	 it being short sighted and economical irresponsible to 	the 
irreparable	loss	of	open	spaces with	its	consequential 	loss	to	 wildlife,	 to reduction in
quality of life in southern Arizona and the loss of historic and cultural sites. 

One 	of 	the 	greatest	treasures of 	Tucson and Pima County are the 	open	spaces and 
expansive	stretches	of	the	Sonoran	desert,	 west	of 	the 	Tucson	Mountains.		 Saguaro	
National Park West, the Arizona Sonoran Desert Museum	 and the Ironwood
National Monument are important community destinations as 	well	as 	vital	tourists 
destinations.	 The proposed highway would come within	1,300 	ft	of 	the 	national 
park boundary and within 400 ft of Ironwood National Monument in several places !	
The	experience	of	visiting	 these locations 	would	be	degraded	and marred forever if
the interstate	were	to	be built. No mitigation has been planned nor could any
mitigation neutralize the negative impacts to 	these 	treasured 	sites.		 

The	proposed	highway	would	dissect 	wildlife	ranges	and	disrupt 	wildlife	corridors,	
including	running	directly	through	the	Tucson	Wildlife	Mitigation	Corridor	that was
created as mitigation for impacts to wildlife corridors by the construction of the
Central Arizona Project canal. The path of the proposed highway would negatively	
impact lands set aside for mitigation for Pima County’s Section 10 Habitat 
Conservation Plan, a part of	 the	 Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan, a nationally	
recognized	 conservation plan. 

The	proposed	highway	would	endanger	cultural 	and	historic	sites	protected	by	 the 
establishment of two national monuments. As stated on the federal government’s 
website (https://www.blm.gov/visit/ironwood)	 Ironwood National Monument “contains	a	 
significant system	 of cultural and historical sites	 covering	 a 5,000	 year	
period….Three areas within the monument, the Los Robles Archeological District,
the Mission of Santa Ana del Chiquiburitac and the Cocoraque Butte Archeological
District are	 listed	 on the	 National Register	 of	 Historic	 Places.” 

And Sonoran Desert National Monument is treasured for it rugged desert landscape.
As stated on the federal government website https://www.blm.gov/visit/sonoran-desert .. 
“	This 	National	Monument is the most biologically diverse of the North American
deserts, and the monument captures a significant portion of that diversity. The most
striking aspect of the plant community within the monument is the extensive
saguaro cactus forest…..The monument also contains three Congressionally
designated wilderness areas and many significant archaeological and historic sites,
and remnants of several important historic trails.” 

https://www.blm.gov/visit/sonoran-desert
https://	(https://www.blm.gov/visit/ironwood)	


 
 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 			 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	

	
	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	 		 	
	 	 	

	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 		

	
	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	

	
	 	 	 	
	 	 	

 
	
	
	
		

Wilch, M
I-2868

The overall cost of the plan is far more expensive, $3.4 billion more expensive,		than	
expanding the existing highway system	 of Interstates 19 and Interstate 10. The 
footprint is already there for these highways and it is much less intrusive to build
upon these existing structures and much more cost effective. In fact, the alternate	
route	 is	 an ill conceived	 plan that does	 not factor	 in the	 innovation of	 self	driving	
trucks 	which 	will	soon	be transporting goods from	 Nogales northward, increasing 
the 	efficiency 	of 	transport	on	existing	roadways and 	reducing	the 	need 	for 	larger,	 
massively	expensive 	projects 	like 	the 	proposed 	Highway	11.	 

I have highlighted my most pressing concerns about the proposed highway, which
focus	 on	 the	 preservation	 of	 open	 spaces	 for	 wildlife and conservation. I am	 
extremely concerned	that 	the	proposed	highway	will 	severely	and	permanently mar 
what	is unique about	Tucson: 	the beauty and solitude of	our	Sonoran	desert,	the	
dark skies necessary for world class astronomy,	the	 value	placed	on	a	 unique	and
fragile ecosystem. This	 is	an	area 	unlike	any	in	the	world	and	it 	should	be	preserved	 
and 	treated as 	such.		I	strongly	oppose 	the 	construction	of 	highway	11.	 

Thank you for your time in considering my reasons for opposing this highway. 

Margaret	H.Wilch
1929 N. Forgeus Ave
Tucson AZ 85716 



Wilcon, S  I-3503

Thank you for participating in the 1-11 Draft Tier 1 
It is helpful to ADOT and FHWA to receive Environmental Impact Statement public comment process. 
comments on:

The Arizona Department ofTransportation (ADOT) and the Federal Highway 
• Any alternative or mitigation measure youAdministration (FHWA) encourage all interested parties to submit comments on 

any aspect of the Draft Tier 1 EIS. ADOT and FHWA will consider all comments support or oppose and why 
in preparing the Final Tier 1 EIS, which will include responses to all comments • The analysis of environmental impacts and 
received during the Draft Tier 1 EIS comment period, and will identify a Preferred performance of alternatives 
Alternative (either a Build Alternative or the No Build Alternative). 

• Information you believe is incomplete
When submitting comments, please be as specific as possible and provide details or incorrect 
on your concerns and recommendations. 

Please print your comments below. Comments must be received or postmarked by July 8, 2019. 
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Contact Information (optional) 
Name S",<..'-.l ~N K W IL(,~~ 

Address (, O 6S: ,0 CvJ v~"" l)._.) 

City __"\'_,_____'-J'-C..___..:')'-'~"--'-"""~------------- State ---'-~-l______ ZIP 'fl SJ 'LI, j 
Pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and other nondiscrimination laws and authorities, ADOT does 
not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability. Persons who require a reasonable accommodation based on language or
disability should contact Laura Douglas, ADOT Community Relations Project Manager, at 602.712.7683 or ldouglas@azdot.gov. Requests should be made as 
early as possible to ensure the State has an opportunity to address the accommodation. 
~*cp::stra.~, il?&~ 1-844-544-8049. 

CONTACT 

MAIL: 1-11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team• c/o ADOT Communications• 1655 W. Jackson Street, Mail Drop 126F • Phoenix, AZ 85007 
EMAIL: i-11ADOTStudy@hdrinc.com J PHONE: 1-844-544-8049 (Toll-free/bilingue) J WEBSITE: i11study.com/Arizona 

i'II,. " '="=" "·~~•"" AD OT ProJ ec t No 999 SW 0M51 80 0lP I Fed eral Aid No 999 M(l 61)5 /.\DOT ~•Federal Highway • d / •te,;,Adm1nistrahon 111stu y.com Arizona 

https://i11study.com/Arizona
mailto:i-11ADOTStudy@hdrinc.com
mailto:ldouglas@azdot.gov


Gracias por participar en el proceso de comentarios publicos sobre el 
proyecto de declaraci6n de impacto ambiental de nivel 1 de la 1-11. 
El Departamento de Transporte de Arizona (ADOT) y la Administraci6n de Autopistas 
Federales (FHWA) invitan a todas las partes interesadas a enviar sus comentarios 
sabre cualquier aspecto del proyecto de EIS de nivel 1. ADOT y FHWA tend ran en 
cuenta todos las comentarios al preparar la version final de EIS de nivel 1, que incluira 
las respuestas a todos las comentarios recibidos durante el periodo de comentarios 
sabre el proyecto de EIS de nivel 1 e identificaran una alternativa preferida (una 
alternativa a favor de la construcci6n o la alternativa en contra de la construcci6n). 

Al enviar sus comentarios, sea lo mas espedfico posible y proporcione detalles 
sabre sus inquietudes y recomendaciones. 

A ADOT y FHWA les resulta util recibir 
comentarios sobre: 

• cualquier alternativa o medida de mitigaci6n 
que usted apoye o no apoye, y por que; 

• el analisis del impacto ambiental y el 
rendimiento de las alternativas; 

• la informaci6n que cree que esta incompleta 
o es incorrect 

Escriba sus comentarios en letra de imprenta a continuaci6n. Los comentarios se deben recibir o sellar antes del 
8 de julio de 2019. 
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lnformaci6n de contacto (opcional) 

Nombre _________________________ Correo Electr6nico ___________ _ 

Direcci6n -------------------------------------------

Ciudad _________________ Estado ________ C6digo Postal----------

De acuerdo con el Tftulo VI de la Ley de Derechos Civiles de 1964, la Ley de Estadounidenses con Discapacidades (ADA, por sus siglas en ingles) y otras normas y leyes 
antidiscriminatorias, el Departamento de Transporte de Arizona (ADOT) no discrimina por motivos de raza, color, origen nacional, sexo, edad o discapacidad. Las 
personas que requieran asistencia (dentro de lo razonable), ya sea por el idioma o por discapacidad, deben comunicarse con Laura Douglas al telefono 602.712.7683 
o a ldouglas@azdot.gov. Las solicitudes deben presentarse lo antes posible para permitir que el Estado tenga la oportunidad de disponer las medidas necesarias. 
~D~cp3t3tftj:m~~ 1-844-544-8049 

CONTACTO 

CORREO POSTAL: Equipo del estudio de la EIS de nivel 1 de la 1-11 • ale Comunicaciones de ADOT • 1655 W. Jackson Street, Mail Drop 126F • Phoenix, AZ 85007 

CORREO ELECTRONICO: i-llADOTStudy@hdrinc.com I TELEFONO: 1-844-544-8049 (lfnea grat uita/bilingue) I SITIO WEB: ill study.com/Arizona 
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Williams, C
I-3504

1-11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team July 3, 2019 
% ADOT Communications 
1655 W. Jackson St. 
Mail Drop 126F 
Phoenix, AZ 85007 

Dear Study Team: 

I am strongly opposed to the Avra Valley bypass, the Recommended Corridor 
Alternative, for the proposed 1-11 corridor. This alternative would cut through sparsely 
populated open space and sever critical wildlife corridors. The great increase in vehicle 
traffic would devastate wildlife, and the resulting urban sprawl would destroy extremely 
large areas of habitat. For example, it would pass next to the Tohono O'odham 
Reservation, Saguaro National Park, Ironwood Forest National Monument, and Tucson 
Mountain Park.These public lands are an important refuge for humans as well as 
animals and contribute greatly to our region's economy. Saguaro National Park 
generates $90 million annually in tourism. Some of the lands and wildlife habitat that 
would be negatively affected by the Recommended Alternative route include mitigation 
lands for Pima County's Section 1OHabitat Conservation Plan, a part of the nationally
recognized Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan. 

In addition the recommended alternative passes much too close to the land where 
Tucson recharges and stores water, which could be contaminated by a toxic spill. This 
risks our water security in a time of increasing drought. 

The need for a new interstate bypassing the city of Tucson is not well established, and 
the approaching global climate crisis means that transportation planners need to move 
us away from our dependence on fossil fuels. If the new interstate is justified it would be 
much more economical to locate the route next to 1-1 O; the Avra Valley route would cost 
$3.4 billion more to construct and do far more damage. 

The Tucson City Council opposes the Avra Valley Recommended Alternative route, and 
at the Tucson Convention Center public comment hearing on May 8, 2019, all the 
speakers opposed the Recommended Alternative route. Please listen to the people and 
public agencies of the Tucson region. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

c~ LU~ 
Mrs. Catherine Williams 
2249 E. 2nd St 
Tucson, AZ 85719 
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Monday, April 8, 2019 
4:11 PM 

Interstate 11 Corridor Tier 1 Environmental Impact Statement, 
Nogales to Wickenburg 

Walter L Wilson 
36197 W Cartegna LN 
Maricopa, AZ  85138 
805.354.2897 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Interstate 11 Tier 1 
Environmental Impact Statement and the recommended alternative, therein. I 
submit my comments in support of the recommended alternative developed from 
the R/N/L/I2/I1 option depicted in purple in Figure 1 and in blue in Figure 2. 
During the operational phase of I-11, the recommended alternative would have 
the most positive social and economic impacts on stakeholders in the 
Goodyear/Maricopa/Ak Chin Region. I’m advocating for economic development 
in this region and its integration into an efficient high capacity transportation 
infrastructure. 

In summary, my comments on the recommended alternative are based on the 
impacts to the Goodyear/Maricopa/Ak Chin Region through; 1) ease of access; 2) 
best social and economic benefits; 3) impacts to economic productivity growth; 4) 
and increases in the standard of living in the region. 

My primary motivation is to support the selection of the route that provides the 
best economic effects to this region.  To that extent, we should not select any 
option where access to the Interstate Highway is at such a large distance, that it 
would not be useful for this growing metropolitan area. Studies show that the 
economies of smaller, growing communities have a greater potential of adverse 
effects due to road bypasses. Stakeholders in the region seek an option that 
would be conducive to commerce migration into this Region. 

1 
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Figure 1 Recommended Alternative (Option R/N/L/I2/I1) 

Figure 2 I-11 Recommended Alternative (2) 
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Interstate 11 originally identified as the CANAMEX Trade Corridor, established 
under the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), connects Canada and 
Mexico through the Western United States.  The concept of I-11 is an enabling 
capability for commerce between the United States, Canada, and Mexico while 
simultaneously, providing a transportation corridor for the major metroplexes 
along its route.  This includes the Arizona Sun Valley, which The 
Goodyear/Maricopa/Ak Chin Region belongs. I-11 is High-Priority Corridor #26 in 
the National Highway System, which recognizes the importance of the corridor to 
our Nation's economy, defense, and mobility. 

In terms of enabling commerce in the Goodyear/Maricopa/Ak Chin Region, there 
is another option available outside of the recommended alternative. The Q1/K/H 
Option provides a new corridor between the communities of Buckeye and Gila 
Bend and a corridor using existing Interstate 8 facilities, between Gila Bend and 
Casa Grande. After a thorough review of the IES, I’ve determined that this does 
not fit the goals of the growing Goodyear/Maricopa/Ak Chin region, beyond 
current long-range plans. This is due to the route following the current I-8 
corridor with the closest access point being approximately 13 miles from the 
central core of Maricopa/Ak Chin, 20 miles to the southern boundary of the 
Goodyear Sonoran Valley District, and 30 miles from the western boundary. 

It is difficult to imagine how option Q1/K/H would contribute a boost to the 
economy and provide new mobility capabilities to the region because of the 
remoteness of access.  The Goodyear Sonoran Valley District/Maricopa/Ak Chin 
region currently sits in a region lacking high capacity transportation facilities; with 
access to I-8 at approximately 13 miles and I-10 at approximately 12 miles from 
the core commerce areas. Access to a highway network is a necessary in order to 
promote efficiency and growth. 

To ensure that The Goodyear/Maricopa/Ak Chin Region realizes and maximizes 
benefits from the construction of Interstate 11, it is important to maintain focus 
on the highway’s effects on growth, commerce, and economic performance in the 
region.  Access points are critical for that reason which enables the communities 
to transform that access into the development of core areas, coordinated 
promotion of commerce in the core areas, and retail migration along the route. 
Access to I-11 at any point within the entire Maricopa/Ak Chin Region when 
employing the recommended alternative, is between 2 to 5 miles. The I-11 
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recommended alternative fits within the goals of both the Goodyear 2015 
Strategic Plan and the current Maricopa Strategic Plan. This is by far, more 
attractive and useful than the I-8 access point of 13 miles. 

The recommended alternative comes with proposals for Industrial Clusters, a 
Manufacturing Cluster focused on the Freight Industry, and a Commerce and 
several Business Corridors.  These proposed commerce centers would certainly 
have a positive impact on producers as well as consumers in the 
Goodyear/Maricopa/Ak Chin Region. There are no proposed commerce or 
manufacturing centers in Option Q1/K/H that would have a positive impact on the 
economy of the region. 

The recommended alternative comprises a new corridor in the Goodyear Sonoran 
Valley District/Maricopa/Ak Chin area where there are currently no high capacity 
transportation facilities. This option would provide access to planned growth 
areas and serve the key economic center of Maricopa/Ak Chin. It would also 
provide reduced travel time for traffic between Buckeye and Casa Grande along 
with providing a diversion for traffic from existing roadways. The option provides 
the shortest and best travel time route for individuals traveling through the 
Phoenix Metroplex along a Southeast/Northwest corridor. 

The potential of the recommended alternative to bring additional economic 
benefits to the Goodyear/Maricopa/Ak Chin Region in the forms of investments, 
retail migration, employment, increased real estate values, and commerce are 
great.  The proposed highway would enable many different types of retail, 
industry, and trade to flourish, especially traffic-dependent businesses. The other 
proposed I-11 Central Route Option would deprive Maricopa-Ak Chin of this 
potential economic boom. 

The potential of the recommended alternative goes beyond the immediate area 
of the Goodyear Maricopa/Ak Chin Region.  This Option also connects the western 
communities of Maricopa & Pinal Counties to each other, but most importantly, it 
provides access to global markets. Global Markets accessed through the 
communities of the Phoenix Metroplex and The Southwest Triangle or 
"Southwest Megalopolis Cluster", which is comprised of the interlinked Las Vegas, 
Southern California, and Arizona Sun Corridor Megapolitan Areas.  This 
Megalopolis depicted in Figure , is the fastest growing Mega-Cluster in the U.S. 
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The recommended alternative would provide The Goodyear/Maricopa/Ak Chin 
Region with increased transportation mobility for workers, goods, and services 
between the communities of the Megalopolis Cluster.  These capabilities would 
enable the economy of The Goodyear/Maricopa/Ak Chin Region to grow through 
greater collaboration, flexibility, and innovation, which would lead to a more 
diverse and stable long-term economy built on technology, innovation, and high 
value manufacturing. The transportation facilities provided by this option, 
provide direct paths to the western communities of the Southwest Megalopolis 
Cluster, especially communities of the Northern areas of the Cluster without 
traveling North and East through Metropolitan Phoenix, and areas with very poor 
Peak Period Travel Time Ratings. The recommended alternative would make the 
Goodyear/Maricopa/Ak Chin region the gateway to the Sun Valley Megapolitan 
Region. 

Figure 3 U.S. Megapolitan Clusters 

In addition to recommending and supporting recommended alternative, I would 
like to recommend the consideration of employment of a Freeway, plus frontage 
road design, in the form of continuous frontage roads between the communities 
of the Goodyear Sonoran Valley District, Maricopa, and Casa Grande. The 
frontage road would operate as the local road auxiliary and located on both sides 
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of the I-11 arterial highway for service to abutting property, adjacent areas, and 
for control of access. This design would enable locating of commerce along the 
highway. 

The employment of a continuous frontage road would also provide tremendous 
flexibility to the operation of I-11 within the area. The advantage of the frontage 
road design would be creating continuity with the surface street system. The 
frontage road would act as an extension of the surface road system, which is vital 
to a good traffic flow network. It also adds flexibility to the operation of I-11 as 
closures are possible without seriously affecting the flow of the system as 
diverted traffic may utilize the frontage roads. 

A continuous frontage road design gives users the ability to ingress and egress the 
freeway into commerce with the ability to travel continuously. It distributes the 
benefits of the freeway equally and opens new areas for growth and 
development. Figure 4 depicts this design. 

Figure 4 Continuous Frontage Road 

Thank you for providing me the opportunity to comment on the recommended 
alternative for Interstate 11 Central Region. This alternative would have a 
dynamic socio-economic impact on the Goodyear/Maricopa/Ak Chin Regional, in 
addition to direct benefits accruing to commuters and travelers, including time 
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savings, safety improvements, and vehicle operating cost reductions.  I highly 
recommend that the Department of Transportation stick to this option without 
any consideration for the less impactful Option Q1/K/H.  I look forward to 
commenting further on this important infrastructure modification and 
modernization effort. 

Sincerely, 
Walter L Wilson 
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Thank you for participating in the 1-11 Draft Tier 1 
Environmental Impact Statement public comment process. 
The Arizona Department ofTransportation (ADOT) and the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA) encourage all interested parties to submit comments on 
any aspect of the Draft Tier 1 EIS. ADOT and FHWA will consider all comments 
in preparing the Final Tier 1 EIS, which will include responses to all comments 
received during the Draft Tier 1 EIS comment period, and will identify a Preferred 
Alternative (either a Build Alternative or the No Build Alternative). 

When submitting comments, please be as specific as possible and provide details 
on your concerns and recommendations. 

It is helpful to ADOT and FHWA to receive 
comments on: 

• Any alternative or mitigation measure you 

support or oppose and why 

• The analysis of environmental impacts and 

performance of alternatives 

• Information you believe is incomplete 

or incorrect 

Please print your comments below. Comments must be received or postmarked by July 8, 2019. 

T__- t i . 

/, l. / 
l ,/, _.) U 

Contact Information (optional) 

Name , }f;;p tJ l\// 11/ y fvt I LL.c. Z 

Address _________ _ ___________ _______________________ _ 

City ____________ __________ State _ _________ ZIP _________ _ 

Pursuant to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Americans with Disabi lities Act (ADA) and other nondiscrimination laws and authorities, ADOT does 
not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, or disability. Persons who require a reasonable accommodation based on language or 
disability should contact Laura Douglas, ADOT Community Relations Project Manager, at 602.712.7683 or ldouglas@azdot.gov. Requests should be made as 
early as possible to ensure the State has an opportunity to address the accommodation. 

~*q:i:zra,~, ~~Eg 1-844-544-8049. 
CONTACT 

MAIL: 1-11 Tier 1 EIS Study Team• c/o ADOT Communications • 1655 W. Jackson Street, Mail Drop 126F • Phoenix, AZ 85007 

EMAIL: i-11ADOT5tudy@hdrinc.com I PHONE: 1-844-544-8049 (Toll-free/ bilingUe) I WEBSITE: ill study.com/Arizona 

/.\DOT 
.,._,._._ ADOTProiectNo 999 SW0M518001PIFederalA1dNo.999-M(l61)S 
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Dale and Tracy Yurek 

21795 W El Grande Trail 
Wickenburg AZ 85390 

4067994459 
dale@willia 

msonfence.com 

May 21, 2019 

To Whom This May Concern; 

Hello, my name is Dale Yurek and my wife is Tracy Yurek. We live in the Vista Royale 
subdivision west of Wickenburg. I am writing to you in response to the I-11 Draft Tier 1 
proposal. Thank you for giving us this opportunity. 

We have many concerns and recommendations about the route location you are 
proposing just west of the Vista Royale subdivision that is located approximately 6 miles 
west of Wickenburg. We just purchased this piece of property last December of 2018 
because it’s a very peaceful subdivision with clean yards and paved roads. It was not until 
early 2019 that we received any kind of official notification of this proposal. If I would have 
known that the I-11 Tier 1 proposal route was this close to this property, I would have 
never bought this piece of property. We have CC&R’s to maintain this beautiful exclusive 
neighborhood. The majority of the residents here are middle to upper aged. Most of us 
are still working to pay for this pristine piece of property and to trying. There are a few 
horse zoned lots here as Wickenburg is a very popular equine destination as to why I 
bought this piece of property in the Vista Royale subdivision. The short time that we 
have lived here we have enjoyed the miles and miles of state land horseback riding and 
hiking trails on the state land that backs up to this subdivision. 

Our concerns are if the Corridor I-11 is approved for this current route proposal, we will 
have noise pollution, air pollution and trash and no access to the state land out our 
back door which is why I bought here. Also we feel that our property values will certainly 
plummet and this not an emotional reaction, it is a fact. The proposed alternate route 
shows that 3 houses against state land will have to be removed. As I stated above the 
age group of our residents would have a severe impact for everything we have worked 
all our lives for. Have your ever driven on a freeway that was clean, free of trash and no 
noise? 

https://msonfence.com
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There are several stock water tanks that our wildlife use that will be destroyed on this route. 
The cattle, sheep and wildlife will no longer have water there. I have encountered desert 
tortoises several times at the water tanks were this proposed route will run right through 
these watering tank areas. 

As I understand, the desert tortoise is listed as “THREATENED” under the 
United States Federal Endangered Species Act and is considered vulnerable by the 
Internal Union for Conservation of Nature. (IUCN). 

We would like to recommend that you please reconsider this route and go further west of 
us and maybe even closer to state route 71 which is already equipped with on and off 
ramps and to my calculations is a shorter distance to the west? It is noted that you are 
trying to avoid the potential to impact to existing developments. Your proposed route is a 
definite impact to the Vista Royale subdivision. (SO PLEASE, MINIMIZE NEGATIVE 

ECONOMIC IMPACT TO THE VISTA ROYALE SUBDIVISION.) 

Thank you for including us in this project and we sincerely hope you will consider our 
concerns and that we can come to agreement that this is clearly not acceptable. 

Best Regards, 

Dale and Tracy Yurek 



Tierra Linda Nueva HOA 

June 28, 2019 

FHWA/ADOT 

Re: I-11 Corridor Public Connnent Letter 

Dear FHW A/ADOT: 

On behalf of the members of the Tierra Linda HOA, a 190 lot connnunity on the southeast 
comer of Emigh Rd. and Avra Rd., the Tierra Linda HOA Board of Directors is stating its 
support of the Green Route as shown in the April 2019 "Highlights of the I-11 Draft Tier 1 
Environmental Impact Statement and Preliminary Section 4(f) Evaluation" document published 
by ADOT and FHW A, which was subsequently color coded blue, as the FHW A/ ADOT's 
Reconnnended Corridor Alternative. 

96% of respondents to a connnunity survey of which route they preferred (green, purple, or 
orange), stated support of the green route, which FHWA/ADOT color coded as blue, the 
Reconnnended Corridor Alternative. 

Sincerely, 

ierra L. ard ofDirectors 
Robert P. Zammit ( contact 520-529-1330) 
Codi Craft 
Myron Cowell 
Judy Wunderle 
Michael Barry 

C/O Paul Ash Management Co., 3499 N. Campbell Ave., #907, Tucson, AZ 85719 (520) 795-2100 
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